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BUBBLE COVERS / FOAM COVERS

These covers must be protected with a protective tarpaulin when they are not on the pool. These covers must be placed away from 
frost in winter.

The wearing of coping or the area around the pool is not covered by the warranty. Dimensional stability: 1%.

Do not leave the bubble cover on during shock treatment (48 hours).

Rinse the cover using clean water 2 to 3 times per season. Before taking it in for winter, rinse thoroughly and leave to dry.

Summer cover water treatment: in compliance with applicable legislation (French decree n° 81324 of 7.4.81), swimming pool water treated 
with chlorine must comply with the following values: pH between 6.9 et 7.7 active free chlorine between 0.4 and 1.4 mg/l - combined 
chlorine max 0.6 mg/l - TH and TAC between 10 and 30°f.

Foam cover water treatment: in compliance with applicable legislation (French decree n° 81324 of 7.4.81), swimming pool water treated 
with chlorine must comply with the following values: pH between 6.9 et 7.7 active free chlorine between 0.4 and 1.4 mg/l - combined 
chlorine max 0.6 mg/l - TH and TAC between 10 and 30°f.

Never use the Isodel cover or summer covers for outdoor overflow pools because of the surface area exposed to the wind (unless 
previously agreed with our technical service). 

Log on to https://www.del-piscine.fr/en/ to view all our warranties.

ALVEOLAR COVERS, EXTRASUN, SUNDOWN, MIDNIGHT, BLUE BLUE, OPAQUE GREY, 
ISODEL
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400 microns bubble Extrasun cover, Sundown cover and Midnight cover with "Geobubble technology" are warrantied for 4 summer 
seasons with a degressive rate of 30%.

Isodel covers are warrantied for 2 years in normal conditions of use (temperature < 30°C).

The wearing of coping or the area around the pool is not covered by the warranty.

Example: a 500 microns cover installed in 2020 and replaced in 2022, i.e. 2 years - 50% degressive rate.

EXTRASUN, SUNDOWN, MIDNIGHT, ISODEL

DEGRESSIVE

WARRANTY

4 years

WARRANTY

2 years

CRYSTAL BLUE, BLUE BLUE, OPAQUE GREY

DEGRESSIVE

WARRANTY

3 years

DEGRESSIVE

WARRANTY

2 years

550 microns bubble covers with “Alveolar technology” are warrantied for 5 summer seasons with a degressive rate of 20%.

The wearing of coping or the area around the pool is not covered by the warranty.

ALVEOLAR COVER

DEGRESSIVE

WARRANTY

5 years

500 microns summer covers are warrantied for 3 years with a degressive rate of 30%.

400 microns summer covers are warrantied for 2 years with a degressive rate of 50%.

Example: 
- a 500 microns cover installed in 2020 and replaced in 2023, i.e. 3 years - 75% degressive rate.
- a 400 microns cover installed in 2021 and replaced in 2022, i.e. 1 year - 50% degressive rate.


